Custom Commissions Pricing
• The price of a custom commission is based on the painting size or subject, on a scale from 1-3.
Level 1 - $150 / Square Foot
Level 2 - $175 / Square Foot
Level 3 - $200 / Square Foot
Scale 1 - 2 - 3
• Example 1 - (Numeral only, Abstract only or Both) - $150.00
• Example 2 - (Large Scale 4x5ft & Above, 1 Mixed Media, 1 Symbol, 1-2 Trees) - $175.00
• Example 3 - (Large Scale 5x5ft & Above, Multiple Mixed Medias, 2+ Trees) - $200.00
____________________________________________________________________________________
Original Painting Catalog (Website)

• Mcclozkey.com
• Price Per Square Foot : $150.00 - (Updated - January 1, 2022)

( Please refer to the attached painting examples below)

Level 1:

Level 2:

Level 3:

Roman Numerals
Taking something that isn’t easily understood and creating the potential for the viewer to gain understanding. In an
◦
attempt to break the fear of not being able to understand something, my goal is to allow viewers to feel comfort of
what appears as mysterious. A fear that I once became fascinated by in other calligraphic artworks, before
identifying the Roman numerals as my staple. Being able to look at something and not understand it, made me
want to create a language where I could write words / sentences and also have them be uninterpretable.
Abstract
Each piece focuses on connecting to my roots of why I began painting in the rst place. I wanted to create artwork
◦
that welcomed the feeling of being seen and loved by others. Balance and chaos go hand in hand with each piece
and every one tells a story with a free owing and strategic use of materials. The act of being free in the creation,
gives the viewer a look into the energy that is captured in each piece! Each one tells a di erent story and
contributes to the aesthetic of any space.
Mixed Media (Car / Celebrity)
Each piece creates a connection between my art and photography roots. To show where I once started, I connect
◦
the two with a goal of capturing a mood in the painting that is similar to the subject. The use of these images in my
work, is an opportunity to connect with the interests of the viewer. I create works by utilizing digital design to alter
images that connect with the painting it is intended for. Each one is nished in a preserving / “glass like” epoxy
resin nish.
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Trees / Gates / Floral
Each tree is a symbol of growth. Whether that be personal, career, spiritual, nancial, social, physical or intellectual.
◦
I consider growth a responsibility of those courageous enough to seek it out, recognize it and take action. Growth
can be a leading contributor to the further understanding of ourselves as individuals and the lives we live. For my
life, growing from the person I was yesterday, is what creates the foundation for today.

Chess Boards
◦

The idea of thinking steps ahead is something that was overlooked for me when I started playing this
game. I was able to bridge the two for myself, living in the moment and thinking steps ahead. An
opportunity to connect my artwork with a game that has been around since the beginning of time. It further
activated a simple idea that holds universal aspects when creating. Displaying the use of both custom
framing skills and detailed painting.

